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Dr. Glenn:

Hey, this is the very good Dr. Glenn Livingston with Never Binge Again
and I'm here with a kindhearted woman named Rebecca who has
agreed to share her experience, wisdom, strength and hope as well as
her trials, tribulations, stumbles, falls and observations so that we can
all benefit from the experience. Rebecca, how are you?

Rebecca:

I'm wonderful. Thank you, Glenn.

Dr. Glenn:

Tell me a little bit about your food story before Never Binge Again and
then how did you find us and what was it that helped.
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Rebecca:

Sure, I'd love to tell you that story. If I go back to the two women in my
life that were the most important, it was my grandmother first then my
mother. As it turned out, both of these women died when they were 62
years old. Even though I recognize that that isn't an omen for my life,
but just thinking, wow, my grandmother died at 62. My mother died at
62. I'd probably live to 62.

Dr. Glenn:

How old are you now?

Rebecca:

I am now 64, so I beat the odds.

Dr. Glenn:

Okay. The curse has been lifted.

Rebecca:

Exactly, but you know what? It's funny because I look back and I think
if I would have known I was going to live past 62, I would have taken
better care of myself. I would have saved more money. I'm saying that
in jest, but I think there's really something to it. I really did not believe I
would make it up to 64 years old.
In March of this past year -- I've struggled with my weight for many,
many, many, many years. I can't remember a time honestly when I
didn't. In March of this year, I was getting ready to turn 64. I have
COPD and that's kind of a family thing. COPD is a lung issue and that
makes it hard to breathe more when I exercise, so the weight really
makes that worse.
I have arthritis. I've had two knee replacements and a thumb
replacement. I have high blood pressure, high cholesterol. I went to
visit my doctor and she said, "If I'm looking into a crystal ball, what I'm
going to tell you that I see for your life," she said, "you're already at the
very edge of diabetes." I've been pre-diabetic for some time. She
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said, "I see someone who is going to be diabetic for too long. I see
someone who is going to be very much at risk for stroke and heart
condition." When she said that, even though I knew it, it was just like,
you know what, this is crazy. Why am I doing this?
We go to the beach every two months. We keep our camper down at
the ocean. We go down there from the mountains down to the beach
every two months and spend a couple of weeks, so I had some time
where I was just relaxing. I think in your emails, for some time, I just
looked at them and said, oh, that's Glenn Livingston, and I just deleted
them.
Well, I happened to open one about the intensive program. I started
thinking about it and I thought, you know what, I have done every
single diet. I have done every shake plan. I've done Weight Watchers
a thousand times and got the medals for all of it, but I always for some
reason fail. I go back to what I always did. So the weight comes back
on and each pound seems to bring a friend.
As it turned out, I decided to join the intensive and the price seemed
really high. I thought, oh my gosh, that's a lot. But I thought I have to
do something drastic at this point and I have to do something where I
commit. Glenn, I have to tell you that I think what clicked with me -- I
started in the April intensive program. What clicked with me the most
was I've done everything except for deal with the reason why I have to
eat all these different foods, the reason why I have to go on another
program and eat shakes.
There was something in Never Binge Again where I said this is going to
fix the brain. It's going to take care of the issue that I have. It felt so
different from anything I had done because there was no, "You don't
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have to eat this food. You don't have to eat that food." You make your
own rules. You talk to your pig, which the first time I read that, I
thought, oh my gosh, this guy's crazy.
But after I understood about the pig and the reptilian brain and how all
that functions, I thought it makes perfectly good sense. I've always had
that little pig there and I've always talked to the pig. I just didn't know it
was a pig. That's been my nemesis for life, is fighting with that, and
usually the pig wins.
I set a rule and my rule was very simple. At first, it was just I won't eat
seconds. I did my big why and I set the rule. I won't eat seconds. I
didn't realize how much I went for seconds, and a second included
when I was scraping up the leftovers into a container to put in the
refrigerator, taking an extra bite. That was a second. A second was
putting too much on my plate. Food on my plate, that's it. That's done.
I know what a portion is. Walk away.
I started seeing some great results from that. As I worked with my
coach and I've listened to every single recording -- I don't get to go to
the live classes because I work and it's just easier for me to listen to
the recordings afterwards. I've learned so much and I'm so
encouraged by other people's stories and how they're doing. If we go
from April 1st and then I added four more rules, those rules again were
super simple. I didn't do "I'm cutting out…" or "I'll never again eat flour.
I'll never again put sugar in my mouth."
I did four other rules. Those rules are I'll always fast 14 hours a day.
That one probably was the hardest one to follow. I believe it might
have been the one that's made one of the biggest impacts because I'm
a night eater. I can do really good during the day, and then I sit down
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in front of the TV and consume 2,000 calories of popcorn and butter.
So the fasting 14 hours a day stopped the night eating. That was a
tough one but it was good.
The next one was I'll always make food choices based on nutrition
labels when eating out. What that looks like for me is sitting down and
looking at the menu. And even though I might want a hamburger and
fries, saying I wonder what the chef can prepare that's really good.
Look at the salmon. Look at the broccoli. I wonder if they could give
me a little lemon on the side with that broccoli. That'd be really good.
Get excited about the nutritional things on the menu as opposed to the
things that my pig wants to eat.
The fourth one was I'll always walk 3,000 steps a day. Now, in the
past, I was taught you have to get in 10,000 steps a day to lose weight,
blah, blah, blah. I thought 3,000 steps a day, if I do it every single day,
that's what I'm going to do.
My fifth rule, Glenn, was I will never put food in my mouth unless I've
drank a minimum of eight ounces of water within 10 minutes of eating.
So going back, following these rules since April 1st -- and I've been to
the beach for a two-week vacation. I went on a girls' trip with my
daughter during this time, so I've been out of my comfort zone and
everything. I can say that today, I've lost 36 pounds with those five
rules.
Dr. Glenn:

Cool. Was it the rules that were most helpful to you? Was it the
coaching, the refutations, Q&A calls?

Rebecca:

I think it's a combination, Glenn. It's why I love it because the Q&A
calls keep me going, keep me thinking about it, keep me in that
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mindset. The coach is great, just the accountability and the checking
in. There was a time when I went away that I didn't email her and she
checked in with me, which was awesome. I appreciated it. Then the
refutations, I did all the homework. That was good because it allowed
me to just sort through all these things. I don't know. It's a
combination of all of it.
But I think just saying, "I'm the kind of person who…" that's a mantra
that really stuck with me. I can't remember where I first heard that, but
I know that that's said a lot in Never Binge Again. "Are you the kind of
person who…" or "I'm the kind of person who…" I thought I always
want to be the kind of person who ate the right amount, who didn't
binge, who didn't go from Burger King to Wendy's and back to Burger
King in one night just to binge. I don't know. It's just the understanding
of why I do it and the ability to know how to cage the pig, the ability to
know how to say no, I'm not going to do this. This is the kind of person
I want to be and here are the reasons why.
Dr. Glenn:

And you found that ability in the reasons? You found that ability in the
practical techniques? Where did you find that ability?

Rebecca:

I think I found it in all of it. Just going through the homework was really
good because I felt like I got a real good education. I think just from
listening to the calls, that's fabulous because if I sit and I listen to what
people say, I just think, oh my gosh, I'm not alone. I'm not the only
person. I've got to where now I still have to do refutations. I still do
refutations and I keep them on my phone. I was trying to write them
down but I didn't always have a paper and pen, so I pull up the Notes
app on my phone.

Dr. Glenn:

Do you have an example of one of your best?
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Rebecca:

Okay. Pig, why do you want me to break my rules and binge?
"Because you've been working really hard out in the yard and you're
extremely hungry. Eating an extra sandwich would be fine because
you'll work it off. Not eating the sandwich can make you feel shaky, so
you should do that." This was after I had already eaten one sandwich.
The second sandwich is for breaking our rules for going back for
seconds.

Dr. Glenn:

That was the pig squeal?

Rebecca:

Yes. "Go and get a second sandwich because you've been working
out in the yard, sweating. You're hungry and it's probably a good thing
to go ahead and just get a second one. It'd taste really good." Why is
the pig wrong and how is it lying to you? The pig is wrong because the
amount of calories I ate in the sandwich is plenty for me. In fact, I think
the better thing to do is to drink a lot of water because sometimes thirst
feels like hunger.
Also, I'm the kind of person that doesn’t eat seconds. If I wait a little
bit, I'll realize my hunger is satisfied. Then I can go back down and
finish the yard work. Also, I'm going to have a really nice dinner this
evening and I'm looking forward to that.

Dr. Glenn:

Beautiful.

Rebecca:

Would caging the pig make you a happier person? Yes, it would
because I can celebrate that I've already lost 25 pounds -- at the time, I
had lost 25 and now that's 35 -- and know that I'm very close to
reaching my next goal. I would really like to reach that goal before my
birthday on June 13th, which I did, by the way. That would make me
happy and confident.
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Dr. Glenn:

You've lost 34 pounds in three months?

Rebecca:

Yes, since the first of April.

Dr. Glenn:

Oh, I see. Good. How much do you have to go?

Rebecca:

I have about another 50, but I'm setting goals at 10 to 15 pounds at a
time and I'm not in any hurry. I'm not trying to rush it because I feel like
I'm changing the kind of person I am as opposed to being on a diet.
The pounds are great.
I was just thinking. Today, I was talking to my mother-in-law this
morning. I was out watering my garden and my mother-in-law was out
there with one of her little dogs. She said, "You know, you just seem
so much happier with the weight off." She said, "You just seem like
you feel so much better." I said, losing 35 pounds, if you think about it,
I was out here working in this yard, going up and down this hill, carrying
three 10-pound bags of potatoes in a half pound bag. She started
laughing and she said, "Yeah. If I just carry my 12-pound dog up the
hill, I get out of breath." I said, well, I basically lost three of your dogs.

Dr. Glenn:

That's funny.

Rebecca:

With the COPD much brought on by exercise and it becomes very
difficult to breathe, that extra weight -- I have a greenhouse. I have a
wonderful garden. I'm a backyard gardener. I have flower gardens all
around. Last year, I didn’t really do much at all out there because I just
didn’t feel like it. This year, I'm going bananas and my yard is
absolutely beautiful. I'm having fun in the greenhouse. I'm just having
a really good time with it.
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Dr. Glenn:

Rebecca, may I say a few things?

Rebecca:

Absolutely, yes.

Dr. Glenn:

We have a couple of minutes and I think a lot of very powerful
observations and an inspiring story, and a lot of people would be very
excited about what you're talking about.
We usually find when people have a bunch of weight to lose like 85,
100, 120 pounds that they do lose weight pretty quickly in the
beginning. I have more sustainable results with people if it's like five or
six pounds a month. I don’t know what that means specifically for your
plan, but I just wanted you to know that I find it to be more sustainable.
You're kind of on the edge of how fast I would let people lose eight if I
was working with you directly. Take that for what it's worth and do
what you want to with it, but I just wanted to be sure that you knew that.

Rebecca:

I appreciate that, Glenn. I actually recognize that and know that
because I am a longtime dieter that the weight comes off quickly. I'm
now getting into that point where I really expect to lose one to two
pounds a week and I'm happy with that. I appreciate what you're
saying. I'm definitely not restricting. Like I said, I feel like I'm in the
right headspace right now, but thank you for that advice because I do
agree with that 100 percent.

Dr. Glenn:

I always remember this guy that lost five pounds a month and he took
300 pounds off. He was one of the most successful people that I knew.
Now, this is working for you, so I'm not sure if I would change it or not.
I usually tell my clients if they're going to do intermittent fasting that 12
hours a day, having a 12-hour window as opposed to a 14-hour fasting
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window, that tends to work a little better, but it sounds like this is
working for you, so I don’t really want to change it. It's just for the
benefit of the audience who wants to get that on tape.
The last thing I wanted to ask you was you initially thought the price
was high. I'm wondering. Did you consider how much you were
spending on binge food and the time you were spending recovering?
And do you still feel like the price was high?
Rebecca:

Oh my goodness, no. No. Doing that exercise and when I wrote down
how much money I saved, I'm like, oh my gosh. I'm actually seeing
that savings because I'm not going from Burger King to Wendy's to
Starbucks and doing all those things I did before. I'm seeing the
savings. Honest to goodness, I would've paid twice as much or more
because I've paid a lot more than that with programs where I ate their
food, and this has been very freeing.

Dr. Glenn:

How much are you saving, do you think?

Rebecca:

I am probably saving $300 to $400 a month.

Dr. Glenn:

Got it, and that's a forever savings. That's not for a couple of months,
right?

Rebecca:

Absolutely, yeah.

Dr. Glenn:

What did you pay for the intensive? $600? $500?

Rebecca:

I think it was closer to $700 maybe. I don’t really remember to be
honest with you.
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Dr. Glenn:

Oh, you probably took an installment plan.

Rebecca:

Yeah, it was somewhere around there, but honestly, it's worth it. In
today's world, it's hard. People are struggling. But at the same time,
when you look at it in the long-term, like you said, what you'll save from
the binge food and the peace of mind and the health, I'm looking
forward to going back to my doctor now and ask her what her crystal
ball looks like.

Dr. Glenn:

And just doing the math in what you spent this year, it sounds like you
would've spent another $3,600. That's $300 a month times 12 on the
binge food and you're saving that, but you spent $700, so that's like
$2,900 positive for you.

Rebecca:

Absolutely.

Dr. Glenn:

Anyway, is there anything else that I should've asked you?

Rebecca:

No, none at all.

Dr. Glenn:

Do you have any questions for me?

Rebecca:

I do not, no. I enjoyed talking with you.

Dr. Glenn:

I enjoyed talking to you, too.

Rebecca:

Okay. Thank you so much.

Dr. Glenn:

Thank you, dear. I'll talk to you.

Rebecca:

Okay. Bye.
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Dr. Glenn:

Thanks for your time and attention. If you'd like to find out more about
a guaranteed way to dramatically or completely reduce your binge
eating, overeating, cravings and food obsession in 30 days or less, you
should check out our new coaching program at
FixYourFoodProblem.com. That's FixYourFoodProblem.com. The
program is completely risk-free, which means that either you get the
results I just mentioned or you pay nothing at all. As you can imagine,
with this refund policy, we keep careful track of results and are
constantly adjusting our approach to get better and better. In fact, we
couldn't afford this kind of guarantee if the vast majority of our clients
weren't incredibly successful. You can always see the latest stats
and/or reserve a spot if one is available at FixYourFoodProblem.com.
That's FixYourFoodProblem.com.
Now, some people get a little sticker shock when they realize the price
of the Never Binge Again Intensive Online Coaching and Accountability
Program. If that's you, I'd like to propose something. See, it might
surprise you, but over the next three months, you're going to spend the
money anyway. So the question is do you want to spend it on a few
fancy dinners out that won't make you healthier or happier, or a shirt
you'll put in your closet and forget about, or do you want to invest it in
yourself to make a change that will make every night out better, every
piece of clothing you have look better and fit better, and make you feel
so much more confident and happy for the rest of your life?
Wouldn't you like to spend the money to remove the constant food
obsession from your life and finally head down the path to being at a
healthy and flattering weight? Wouldn't you like to spend it on
something that renews your energy and confidence instead of draining
it? If that's what you want then head over to
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FixYourFoodProblem.com. Book your spot and let's get to work.
That's FixYourFoodProblem.com. Thanks.
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